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We present a unified derivation of Backlund transformations
’s
(BT ) and exhibit a universal formula for such BT’s, for a broad class
of two-dimensional nonlinear evolution equations.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Backlund transformations (BT’s) for some two-dimensional nonlinear evolution
equations, such as the sine-Gordon equation and the Kortweg-de Vries equation, have been
well known for a long time’, and several somewhat unified derivations of such BT’s have
been discussed, for example, by Chen* and by Konno and Wadati3. These derivations
basically consist of converting the linear system associated with the nonlinear equation into
a pair of coupled Riccati equations, and looking for connections between two possible
solutions of the nonlinear equation through symmetry properties of the Riccati equations.
In this paper we present an alternative derivation of the BT’s, which essentially consists
of taking a very simple ansatz for the spectral dependence of the Darboux matrix connecting two solutions of the linear system, as proposed by Levi, Ragnisco and Sym4, and by
Char? . This provides not only another unified derivation of the BT’s for a large class of
nonlinear evolution equations, but also a universal formula for the BT’s so obtained. Thus
the main result of this paper is contained in the explicit universal formula for the BT’s, Eqs.
(3.22).

II. A CLASS OF NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
We will be concerned with the class of nonlinear evolution equations which can be
obtained from the integrability condition of the following particular type of coupled linear
partial differential equations’ :
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(2. lab)

9

where h is a constant parameter, q and r are X-independent functions of the fundamental
field u(x, t) and its various x-derivatives, while A, B and C are h-dependent functionals of
u and its x-derivatives. The function $ can be taken as either a 2 x 2,matrix, or a twocomponent column vector.
The above class of equations includes
I+ + uXXX F 6uu x = 0 ,
1. K-dV eq.
(2.2a)
with

q=u,r=?l,

A = fux T 2iXu - 4iX3

B = - u , ,

+2ihu, +4X2u* 2u2 ,

,

(2.2b)

C = 2u + 4x*
.

2.

ut +uXXX T 6~’ uX = 0 ,

mK-dV eq.
with

q=u, r=f q, A=T 2ihu2

(2.3a)

-4iX3 ,

B = -uxx + 2iXu, +4xzu z!z 2u3

(2.3b)

C = ?u xx 7 2iXuX f 4x*u + 2u3;
3.

iu, + uxX i 21uI* u = 0

cubic Schrodinger eq.
with

q = u,

A = T i I u I2 - 2ih2 ,

r = f q*,

C

B = iu,? + 2Xu,
4.

sine-Gordon eq.
with

U

0 q= -r=+ux’,

5. Liouville eq.
with

xt

U

q=r=_Lu,,

2

(2.4a)

=

=

kB* ; .

(2.4b)

sin u,

(2.5a)

i
-i
.
A =- cos u, B = C =4x an u ;
4h

xt =2eU

(2.6a)

,

. ”,
A =-&e

(2.5b)

B = _C = 2 eu
21

(2.6b)

In this paper, we will restrict ourselves only to three kinds of r:

.,
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r = 2 1,

r=kq,

r = * q*,

(2.7)

as exemplified by Eqs. (2.2) - (2.6). The integrability of (2.1) implies
0 = Ax - qC + rB

(2.8a)

qt = BX + 2qA + 2ihB

(2.8b)

rt = Cx - 2rA - 2ihC

(2.8~)

III. A UNIFIED DERIVATION OF THE BT
.

Consider two different solutions u(x, t) and u’(x, t) to a particular nonlinear evolution
equation. Corresponding to them we have two different linear systems i(x; x, t) and
$‘(A; x, t) satisfying Eqs. (2.1). Suppose ICI and $’ are related by
$‘(A; x, t) = R(X; x, t)$((X; x, t)

(3.1)

where the 2 x 2 Darboux matrix R is assumed to have a very simple X-dependence:
R(X; x, t) = R, (x, t) + X R, (x, t)

.

(3.2)

This ansatz (3.2) has been proposed and extensively discussed in Ref. 4, and has been
successfully used to derive BT’s for the 2-D principal chiral fields and the 4-D self-dual
Yang-Mills fields’. From (2.1) and (3.1) we get a pair of linear equations in R:

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

Formally Eqs. (3.3) consist of eight separate equations, but not all of them are necessarily
independent. We now try to reduce them down to two final independent equations by
suitably expressing R completely in terms of u and u’. The last two coupled partial
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differential equations relating u and u’ will then be the desired BT equations.
From (3.2) and (3.3a), we immediately get

o=

‘“))

(,i O)R,-R,(~;

and two obvious simplest solutions of R1 are

Ri=(i

-1)

or

R1=(:

y).

(3.4)

In the following we will take the first choice in (3.4). A derivation of BT with the second
choice of R, can of course be similarly worked out. Let

with a, b, c and d to be determined from (3.3). Surprisingly, however, R, can in fact be
completely determined by (3.3a) alone, with (3.3b) providing the desired BT eqs., as will be
seen shortly.
Substituting (3. 5) into (3.3a), we ge

$ (r’ + r)

b = +(q’ + q)

c=

b, = q’d - qa,

5 =r’a-rd

,

,

(3.6)

(3.7)

and
ax = q’c - rb

d,, = r’b - qc

,

(3.8)

which then combine to give
i(q’rl, + q’rx + qk r + q, r)
a =

i(r’qj( + r’q, + rkq + r,q)
d =

2(q’r’ - qr)

2(q’r’ - qr)

(3.9)

and

ax

= d, = t (q’r’ - qr)

.

(3.10)

-. -
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Eq. (3.10) suggests that we try a = d, which implies, by (3.9) that

(q’+q),(r’-r)

= (r’+r)x(q’-q) ,.

(3.11)

This last condition is automatically satisfied for the cases r = ?r 1 and r = +- q, and can be
satisfied for the case r = + q* if we assume (q’ + q),/(q’ - q) to be real, which is indeed a
consistent assumption,-as can be checked later on.
Thus from (3.9) we have
i[(q’ + q)(r’ +

a+d
a=d=-=

r)l x

(3.12)

4(q’r’ - qr)

2

which can be simplified by using (3.11) to become
i (9’ + 4)x

(3.13)

a =z (q’ -9)

So the final form of R is surprisingly simple:

So far we-have not yet used (3.3b) in computing R, and we are not quite done with Eq.
(3.10). Substituting (3.14) into (3.3b), we get
b, = -X(B’ + B) + a(B’ - B) + b(A’ + A)
Ct = A(C’ + C) + a(C’ - C) - c(A’ + A)

(3.15)
(3.16)

,

0 = 2a(A’ -A) - b ( C ’ +C) + c(B’+ B)

(3.17)

at = h(A’ - A) + ; c(B’ - B) + + b(C’ - C)

(3.18)

From the above four equations, it is easy to prove that
(bc - a2 )t = 0

(3.19)

,

while (3.7) and (3.8) implies (bc-ad), = 0, which becomes (bc-a2 >x = 0 since a = d. Therefore bc-a2 is constant, or more explicitly,
(9’ + q),
[

(q, _ q> I2 - (q’ + q) (r’ + r) = constant

(3.20)

.

Thus we can write

-_

.
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(3.21)

,

k = c,onst.
This is one half of the BT eqs we are looking for. The other half can be conveniently chosen
to be (3 .15), while (3.16-18) can be shown case by case to be already contained in (3.2 1)
and (3.15). This will be demonstrated in the next section. Also Eq. (3.10) is now totally
taken care of by (3.2 1) for each of the three kinds of r in (2.7).
In summary, the BT for the nonlinear equation characterized by (2.1) and (2.7) is
given by

(4’ + 41, = (9’
b, = -X(B’+B)

J k* + (q’

-9)

+ q) (r’ + r)

(3.22a)

,

+ a(B ’ -B) + b(A’+A) ,

(3.22b)

with
a

i(q’ + q),
=‘2(q’-q)

’

b =+ ( q ’ + q ) .

(3.22~)

Notice that the X-dependence of Eq. (3.22b) is actually superficial, because all terms
depending on X will completely cancel out from (3.22b), as can be directly checked out for
each of the five cases (2.2) - (2.6). Thus k is thconly free parameter in the BT (3.22).

IV. DISCUSSIONS OF THE BACKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS

In this section we will take the K-dV eq. as an example to explicitly show that Eqs.
(3.16-18) are indeed redundant, and hence Eqs. (3.3) are indeed completely reduced to Eqs.
(3.22). This fact is also true for each of the other four cases (2.3) - (2.6), as can be directly
verified.
For the K-dV eq., (3.22) becomes
(u’ + u)x = (u’ -u) 4 kZ + 2(u’ + u)

-lu’ + g, (U - dxx
(u’ + U)* =

’

(u’ - u)

,

f 3(u’ + u)JU + u)

(4.1 a)

.

(4.lb)

Eqs. (3.16-l 8) are redundant, since (3.16) becomes now a trivial identity; (3.17) becomes
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(I_( I2 -

tux 1’ _ (u’

+ u),, It

(u’ -

Id2 = 0

(IL - u)

9

which is already contained in (4.la); (3.18) can now be replaced by (3.19) plus (3.15) (3.17), and (3.19) is again contained in (4.1 a).
To transform (4.1) into a more familiar form; we integrate (4.1) once over x and get

(w’ + dx = (w’

_ w)2

4 k2

(4.2a)

(w’ + W)t = 3(wj( + wx)2 + <w; - w,)2 - 2(w’ - w) (w’ - w),,

(4.2b)

where

.

1
w = +-_I’ u dx.
2
For the second examples, we turn to the BT for the sine-Gordon system. Eq. (3.22a)
becomes

(4’ + d,
J ki - (q’ + q)”

= (9’ - 9) >

which can be integrated once over x to become

(u’ +

ujx

u’ -u
= 2 k s i n (7)

(4.3a)

Eq. (3.22b) becomes (u’ + u)xt = sin u’ + sin u, which combines with (4.3a) to give
(U’ - u)t = $ sin

(y )

(4.3b)

.

Eqs (4.3) are the familiar form of BT for the s-G eq..
In conclusion, we have obtained a universal formula of BT for an important class of
nonlinear evolution equations. Our method essentially consists of.making a special, simple
ansatz on the A-dependence of the Darboux matrix, Eq. (3.2). This ansatz probably has its
roots in the Riemann-Hilbert problem of the integrable systems”, and deserves some further
study.
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